A sculptor, who lived for several years under house arrest, made a political statement in his choice of material. With "vitalien," hay. pieces of driftwood, scraps of metal found around his family farm, he created "biodegradable" art and called it Vom Midi Zuriick-back from the trash. Engineers by day turned into performance artists at night for surreal, dadaist evenings of text and music. Poets read in crowded cafes while photographers with their own eyes toward realism took pictures of the rock riots, urban decay, the first dead tree on the Boulevard Unter den Linden. And they expected the established representatives of GDR culture to take risks, to speak to their causes and engage them in discourse. Instead, they spoke for themselves.
The common denominator in the performance art and the selfcirculating literature of the 80s is not. as one might expect, an attack, an attempt to change an overarching and (seemingly) insurmountable power structure, but to change the individual. Over and over I read the lines "to live 'as if" or "to teach myself not to be afraid." Art. to speak with Panofsky. functions as document. If canonized, it remains, or travels. Someone takes care of it. As witnesses, as observers, we. too, are curators of a culture we are just beginning to discover. What is exciting about the past, the diversity, the courage visible in this exhibit, can only be rejuvenated by the new possibilities of dialogue between official culture in the GDR and the emergence of the alternative arts. 
